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-Âl>stracê
In former Bad€n-Baden Conferences. the authors have oresented a mathematical model. based on Catetory Theory, for natural open self-organizing s)stems. such as biological ot'socioloticâl s)'stems, and more speciall;'
neural s)stems. The dynamics of such a Memory Evolutive s)stem is modulated b)'the competitiveintefactionsbetweenthe global s,\stemand a series
of internal more or less specialized Centers of Reglllation (Cru with differential access to a hierarchical Memory. in which complex units are obtained
by iûtegration of more elemental) ones. Each CR. at its own complexit)
level and time-scale, forms an internal representation of the slstem (its
'landscape)
and elaborates strateSies on it through a trial-and-error learning process. Conflictint strategies may lead to fractures in some landscaoes. to be resolved later on.
Here the goal is to study hotr this dialectics beL$een heteroteneous CRs might generâte hither order cognition. The tentative idea is that
it provides the means for Sen'rantics to arise through pattern recotnition
developing into conceptual learnint thanks to categorization of nTemorized
items. Then. in neural s)stems, flactu|es in a higher level CR lead to an
increase in âwareness which permits backtracking into lower levels in the
scope of the CR actual present' to detect the causes of the fracture and
devise stlategies to !-educe it, thus creating a re-entfy pl.ocess of the t-!pe
b)' which Edelman charact€rizes consciousness.
tr(eyr,rzord.s.
Consciousness

Sj stems. Categories. Memory. Neural s) stem. Semantics.

1.

E\.olrrèl\ae

l\z:f elrror3z

SJasterrrs.

Memory Evolutive S)stenrs at.e a nathematical model for autonomous
systems with a hierârch) of mote or less complex. components, which change in time but preserve their overall structure, and are able to use their
preceding experiences to get a better adaptation to the environment. The
model is based on Categor) Theory, which allows to characterize a complex
object as the coherent binding ( inductive limit') of the pattern representing
its own internal ortanization, to study the interactions bet\4een various
imbricated complexit) levels. and to describe in a computational setting the

evolution of the system trnder the complexification process accounting for
the foqr archetypal clranges: creation/annihilation of components, formation/decomposition of complex objects.
The model hâs been developed in (Ehresmann and Vanbremeersch, 1987,
1989, 1991), summarized in three papers presented to the preceding BadenBaden Conferences organized bl Professor Lasker in 1988, 1989 and 1990 (denoted EV1, EV2, EV3) to which we refer. Here we only ouiline the necessary
notions to go deeper into the nature of a complex systemand its cognitive
abilities; we will emphâsize the ideas rather than tive technical detâils (to
be oublished elsewhere).
In a MES, the state of the system at. a given time is modelled by a
category, formed by its components and the interactions between them. The
arrows (or links) toward an object A correspond to the aspects of the system observable from A, oI causal factors for A. The links going out of Â
model the effects of A on other components, e.g. transfers of inforûations,
energl or constratnts,
The s)stem has an organizational hierarchy, with its objects separated
into various complexit]' levels: an object of level r+l is the cohesive binding
of a pattern formed by its own components C7 of the lower Ievel n and sorne specific links between thenri the patterr operates as a synch|onous coherent assenrbly of which tbe compler object is but the intetrationi the
distirrguished links are essential since they impose the shape of the complex
object and make the difference with the amorphous agtregate (or 'sum') of
the Ci . (Cf. EVI)
The evolution of the systeln. represented by lransition functors between successive state-categories, depends both on internal modifications and
on informations, exchanges or constraints originatint from the environment.
While black box models center' on the correspondence inpul-output, we
tr'r- to characterize the functioning of the black box as it occurs from an
internal point of view. ence in a MES there exists a Command Hierarchy
Hformed b1 a family of internal regulatory organs called Centers of Regulâtion (CR), each with its orvn complexity level and propagation delay. These
CRs operate in parallel b) a trial-and-error learùirg process with eventually
conflicting strategies to ntodulate the general dynamics of the s-vstem. In
the lower levels, specialized CRs receive direct informations from the environment; in the higher levels more associative CRs with lonSer propagation
delals supervise several other CRs. Bllt all the CRs have a differential
access to a central hierarcbical Memor'. which they concur to develop in
time; its development dispenses fronr multiple analyses of the same situation, and allows for more adapted and qr]icker answers. (Cf. EV3)
While space does not intervene per se in this scheme (that is very different from the most usual mathenlatical models based on differential equations), Time, seen as Chante, takes a great importance, for the emergence
of complex behaviours will result from the interplây between the time-scales of heterogeneous CRs. Indeed, the learning process for each CR is done
stepwise, according to a scale of time in which the length of the steps
depends on the propâgation delay of the peculiâr CR and determines its
'actual present'.
At each step, the CR, as an observational organ, constructs
its own internal representation P of the global system, called its actaal
landscape. As a command organ, it selects a strategy on P consisting in the
addition or subtraction of some elemencs, disassociation of some complex
objects, strengthening of some patterns so that they acquire an identity by
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making long term prevision impossible. Remark that the situation ls more
cornplex than a complementarity between two descriptions (of the kind
wave./particle), since there is a whole family of interacting competitive CRs,
not only two. Free will would take another meâDiDg in a MES: even if a
CR seems to have some lâtitude of choice with respect to those CRs which
it knows of, it is possible that its operations are restricted by lower CRs
of which it receives no dilect informations, except via fractures.
And the reductionnism./holism
problem tâkes another formulation:
in
the brief term, the evolution essentially depends on lower levels, since the
behaviour of a complex object depends on that of the coherent assembly it
bindsi but this functional reductionnism is contradicted b,v the ir.uption of
fractur-es caused at the higher levels by an accumulation of microcnanges;
these fractures force a clrange of stratety to the higher levels to maintain
their homeostasis. and this change is repercuted to the lowe. levels, modulatint the lont term evolution. Routhly, the higher levels with longer time-scales are more stable, but their fractures âre more dangerous for the
s)stem. since the,\'will retroact on the levels which they supervise. In Section 3 we try to defend the (rve hope not too preposterousl) thesis that the
dialectics between CRs might erplain the emel.gence of higher cognitive
processes In neufal s.tstems, up to cotlscaousness.
3.

Htgher

eogrtlti\,.e
F'rocresrsesHere we assune that the MES models a neural system, as it is described in EV2 and EV3. Though this h_vporhesisis nor essenrial, it will help
stâte the results in a more comprehensive wa;, and compare them with the
theor-r of (Edelman, 1989). We recall thât suclr a MES is basecl on the category of neurons: its objects represent neurons, their links are classes of
sjnaptic paths rvith the same strengthr successive complexifications lead to
the addition of more and nrore comple\ units, called 'categor, -neurons to,
orchestfa-ne!rron in EV2). A ca!ego.l-neufotl repfesents a s),nchronous assenlbl,\'of interconnected ne(rons rn
the sense of Hebb (neuronal group for Edelman), the activation of which
corresponcls to â particular mental process (pefceptuat experience, motor
comlrrand, cognitive process...). One of the advantages of our categorical
mode!, compared to other neurâl sl.stem approaches, ;s the explicit construction of the links between categol) -neurons (b) the compiexification
p r o c e s s . c f . E V 2 ) . I t g i v e s a n â l g o r . i t h n r i cd e s c r i p r i o n o f r h e M E S a n d l e a d s
to the construction of an'algebra of ntentalobie.ts (in the senseof Changeux, 1983).
. In the Conrrnand Hierat.ch.vthe CRs represeDt more or less specialized
sub-s-\'stenls of the brain in charge of sonte opel.ations (for instance, pa|t.rcular visual or motor centers). Various dissociatjve s_\ndromes have proved
that specific types of informations are effectivelJ, handled by sucn separate
modules. In the higher levels, mor.e associative CRs supervise several lower
Cls.
Ihe actual landscâpe of a CR ar a dare r acts as its working memory;
it. hâs been constructed (cf. EV3) bl,.gathering aspecis of the system observable b-r' the CR during its actual present ; that an aspect be observable or
not depends essentially on the strength of the cor.r.espondinglink. Learning
consists in modifying the strengths of some links, in particular to reinforce
assemblies of neurons and transform them into new catetory- neurons. This
process leads to the development of the Memor-v by formation of a hierar-
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chy of category- neurons. Though the CRs pârticipate in this development,
the memory is a central system, to which each CR has only a differential
access.
The dialectics between CRs exploits the flexibility of the model deduced from the following double detenenc), property (in the sense of Edelman, 1989, p. 50): - 1. several patterDs in the nren,or)' nray have tlre sanre
category-neuron N as their cohesive binding, so that N is 'activated' (or
retrieved ) as soon as anyone of those patterns, sa), 11, is act.ivated. Then n
retroacts on â particular CR by the activation of the more or less large
pattern î in its actual lândscape P consisting of those âspects of II observable in P. The pattern r (or its cohesive binding in P) will be called the
trâce of N in P; the trace depends on the choice of n. Two different category-neurons ma) have isomorphic traces in P while their traces in the
landscape of another CR are not isomorphic. Whence a categofization' of
catetorJ-neurons with isotnorphic tt'aces, specificall) depending on t.he CR.
- 2. Conversel), the same pattern may participate in more than one catetor)-neuron (for a ph)siological confirmation, cf. Meyrand et al, 1991). It
follows that a pattern E in the landscape P of a CR can be the trace of
several catetory-neurons, say Ni. If r is selected b), the strateg) of the CR,
which one N, is really activated after repercution to the system will depend
on the global situation, e.g. on the strategies repercuted by the other CRs.
- These properties âre essential to explâin the d_vnamicalformation of the
following evolutionâry sub-systems of the memory.
A. Perceptual MeEory. At each of its steps. a particular CR $,ill analyse its
actual landscape to sort otrt new activated patter.ns of aspecls. and search
if similar previous experiences are memorized. In the affil.mative. it will retrieve. from its (aspects of the) memor), the strategies alread) associâted
!o them. and select the more appropriate one in the actual Iandscape context. If part of the present perceptual experience has not )et been encountered. its storage as a category-neuron will be prograDmed in the following
strategy. The storaSe process is made in parallel by the different CRs, but
on the different aspecls of the situation the), perceive and with their own
tiûê-scale. The global result consists in the strentthening of assemblies
recruited through the d;fferent landscapes, so that they become catetoryneurons added to the central memory, to memorize the corresponding perceptual experiences. The percepts' so defined form a special evolutive subsystem of Memor'}, called Memp. Learning leads to more and more complex
percepts being stored. by cohesive binding of patterns ii Memp.
Two percepts will be classified as 'the same percept' b) a particular
CR if their traces in its landscape are isomorphici as we have said, it is
possible even if they are not isomorphic in Memp. Perceptual invariances
will resnlt. fiom such a classification in highe. CRs.
B. Procedulal Memot.J., Strategies are stored by a similar process, through
the CRs, and they fo.m another sub-system of the central Memory, called
Straf. lt develops from an innate kernel, consisting of some neurons or category-neurons correspondint to inherited behayiours or instincts. The objects of .'tr?t model what Edelnan calls a global mappingi thel could also
be compâred with the schemas considered bl several authors (e.9. Piaget or
Arbib). or with Minsk)/s frames (their adaptability coming from the degeneracy properties).
The activation of a complex strategy : after its selection under one of

its aspects o through a particular CR requires a multiple coordination: first
it activates some patter.n of strategies oj admitting iJ as its cohesive binding
in the CR landscape ; which specific pattern is activated will depend on the
global situation; and each stratety d, nray itself retroact on other CRs to
activate other patterns. For instance, the voluntary command to lift some
object with the hand will activate the teneral 'prebension stratety whatever
be the object; but the scope of the motion, hence the patte.ns of effectors
activated ln lower motor centers, will <Iepend on the exact location, shape
and weight of the object which are determined via sensori-reafferences
arriving throuth lower CRs. Moreover, the difference between the CRs time-scales helps explain how the same situation may elicit responses at
different levels: if it is directlj recognized by lower CRs with shorr propagation delays well equipped to answer, ir will be settled before higher
levels with longer propagation delays be even informed. So au!omatic or
even reflex behaviors mal replace voluntary ones, once they have been thoroughly learûed and as long as no hew factor interfers (think of the hotorist who speaks while conducting).
The choice of strategies depends on their evaluation, hence on tne
storage and ponderation of the results of anterior experiences. The needs of
the organism are measured in each CR through the strength of the links
trom a catetoq'-netrron representing the need to an evaluation-object +,/(example: the hunger center in the hypothâlamus). Strategies will be or.der.ed
according to their ability to reduce the needs. For that, the result of a
strategy : in â situation S (represented by an obiect oî Mempl vrill be
memorized by a link from the sum of S and:
to the co.respondint +/-.
Frâctures occur when the evaluations made by different CRs are confliltual.
C. Semaluca. Thanks to the objects in Memp, the aninrâl will be able to
recognize the corresponding st;muli if the), occur at a later time. But to inlerfer in a creative wal with its environment, it is necessar) that these objects acquire a meaning , and natLlral selection leads to the development of
another evolutive sub-syslem of the central Memor),, Semantics; its objects
are called concepts' (this ternr does not âssunle that there is a ranguager.
A concept is a catetor) - neut.on C catetorizing a class of items in the Memor) which are relationally and functionally equivalent (technically. they
have similar links toward other concepts, so tlrar thel all admit C as their
'free
object into Se/rartrc.s). Basic conceots rnay also be defined either via
! h e c o m m o n f e a t u r e s o f t h e i r s e \ e r a l a u p a " a " n r u t i " " " ,o r a c c o r d i n g t o t h e t I .
siùrilarit) with a palticular 'protot_\pe . An aDimal has some innate concepts,
serving as a preliminarl basis for comparison. Then it develops new concepts jn connection with its sensori-n-rotor behaviour. For higher animals.
Semantics has a hierarchicâl structure, the concepts being themselves categolized into classes of mor-e abstr.act concepts (for instance: the concept of
'dog
is a basic one, while â teckel is a lower one and a 'mammal a higher
one). The links between concepts are the bâsis for the'beliefs.
In the case of man, language associates to each concept a word, so
.
lhat lintuistic sltrs âre formed unilinÈ a concept and its nâme ( signifié./sig n i f i a n t ' i n S a u s s u r e .1 9 8 3 ) .T h e y a l s o c o n s t i t u t e a n e v o l u t i v e s u b - s y s t e m o f
Memory (connected to the Broca and Wernicke areas in the cerebral cortex).
The cate8orical model gives another approach to some problems on the
development of language b) interaction between the sensori-motor experiences of a child and the vocal reactions of the humans with whom he communicates.
- 6 -

D, CoEscloullera.
The dialectics between multiple heterogeneous CRs and
the creative role of frâctures might explain the development of more and
more precise kinds of consciousness for a higher animal, thus makint more
explicit some ideas ernitted in (Changeux, 1982, p. 2271. We tentâtively assume that an experience becomes corscious through a fracture geherated on
the actuâl landscape P ol a higher CR by lower level (unconscious) CRs.
The process could be as follows: A fracture in P increases the awareness of
the animal, with the consequence that more aspects become observable by
th€ CRi the CR may then backtrack in its e\pandint wor.king memory to
pinpoint the exact date and occurence F of the fracture. Then using the
informations contained in Semantlcs and in .Strat. the CR will search for the
most probable causes of the fracture (in the categorical model, tney are
obtained âs a free object in the field of F). This backtracking could be
ph1'siologicalll, implemented by the re-entrânt loops on which Edelman
bases his theor] of (primaD, consciousness. And it âÊrees with Nietzsches
definition' to become conscious of something is to r,rricovermotivations for
ir!
The emel.gence of consciousness gives a selective âdvantage iû the lont
run. Indeed, while the [sual operation of a CR tends to restrain the effects
of a fracture, consciousness returns to its causes, so that the responses tet
more adapted (even if, in some circumstances, a less than optirnal but quicker response is more efficient). Moreover, the nremorization of these causes
makes possibfe pt'ojection into the future. consisting in the search of
a admissible strategies for several steps instead of onll one, and arso evaluating tlre risks of fractures. Language makes the prevision all the more
efficient since it helps to represent complex items by â unique word, so
that a greater number of infornrations are handled up in the *.orking memory. Then thought could emerge from the dialectics between multiple
(dualism is transcended!) CRs as the outflow generated by iteration of the
back ând fore rnovement of consciousness to overcome a sequence of fractures in a higher CR.
Consciousness with the oscillation between its two processes of backtracking ând projection would amount to an internal integration of the temporal dimension (not apprehended b) the lower 'unconscious' CRs). And
self-consciousness could arise from the overlapping of successive conscious
actual landscapes. set against this temporal perspective. Compare wrr.n
Merleau-Pont), for !vhonr consciousness constitutes time. while. for Kant.
time is the shape of our internal state. In fact, nrany philosophical problems
ma;' be for_mulated in our ûodeli even if it does not help to solve them, at
least the)' become more intelligible for us!
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